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Ode to  S now

The first time it hailed, I screamed. A girl I don’t talk to anymore might still have a recording of me pressing my
cheek to a glass door, looking at the white flakes falling from the sky. Throughout the rest of winter in Michigan, I
watched everyone else tire of snow. They stomped through it unplowed and grumbled when the snow melted into
their socks, looked bereft whenever they left warmth. These were people who had had this snow all their lives, who
stared out the window in mid-November and groaned when they saw the snow gathering on the branches.

I’ve never understood why, in part because snow feels like it invokes a type of silentness within me. Silence is so
different from quietness in that it feels deliberate, internal. I like venturing on walks before breakfast, just to mark
untouched snow, to see it in the pregnant bellies of hammocks forgotten after summertime and fall. I’ve always loved
snow, always been fascinated by its lack of consistency, the way it melts the moment you pick it up. My cousins
back home have asked me multiple times to bring snow home for them and seal it in a jar for them to take. In
response, I tell them that snow is never permanent. It comes and then it goes— one day, it’s all there, and then the
next day it’s forty degrees and you can hear the ice melting into the sewers.

People are always so forgetful of things that eventually pass, so long as they believe that it’ll be back. Snow is one
of those things, I think. I know that whenever I talk about how much I love the snow, I could be biased because
I’ve forgotten what trudging through the ugly April slush is truly like, or how it feels when all you want to do is catch
a ride to town but the buses have been cancelled due to the weather. I do believe that there’s something beautiful
about that, though.

Snow melting is the less convenient version of leaves gathering in unruly piles in late fall, and for that I love it. You
don’t know true misery until you’re running out of your room with your hair wet, trying to make the bus—only to
realize that it’s frozen by the time you get there. Then, you spend the entire ride standing stock-still, hoping your hair
doesn’t snap off in chunks. You don’t know true misery until you’re scraping snow off the roof of your car early on a
Saturday morning, only to trip in the snow after one really rough attempt at scraping the snow off. 

There’s something beautiful in that moment of exasperation right after something horribly snow-related happens, in
that moment when you realize how much smaller you are than the rest of the world, when you’re sitting in your car
toeing off your snowed-in boots, frozen-haired and windburned, with nothing to show for your struggles but a ruined
outfit and hairdo. Snow makes life so much harder and then makes you forget about it when it goes. And then it’s
back the next winter, full-force.

I was given snow at the age of four, in my name— 雪童, meaning purity and innocence, meaning “snow child.” I
don’t know myself well enough to know if I fit that definition, but like snow, I am elusive and impermanent. Even
now that I’ve lived in Michigan for years, I often run into people who ask me where I’m living now, which city I’m in
—if it’s New York, or Barcelona, or Prague. Sometimes I consider telling them I don’t know, either. Because I’ve
spent so much time in different places, I know too many people who I haven’t seen in years, who I might not ever
see again. I now visit every place thinking about whether or not it’s the last time I’ll ever be able to exist there. 

Winter is so different from the weather back home, where humidity lingers underneath the skin even hours after the
heat. I think that I love it more because I grew into snow instead of with it. It’s interesting to think about the places
you’ve been and the person you become, how because your name doesn’t even fit into the corners of your home, you
have to leave to become yourself. I am who I am because I’ve seen snow, because it’s taught me silence in its purest



form. I don’t know where I’ll be in a year, in ten years, but I hope it’s where the snow is.


